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The presentation is about:
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• legal requirements for children who cycle in Austria

• the voluntary cycling test

• reasons for this traffic safety program for parents

• program description

• evaluation of the program

• results and implications for the future

Legal requirements in Austria
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• Cycling children have to be accompanied up to the age of 
12.

• After passing a voluntary cycling test they are allowed to 
cycle unaccompanied. The minimum age for this test is 10. 

The voluntary cycling test
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• The test consists of a theoretical and a practical part. Both must 
be passed.

• While the theoretical test is well standardised, the practical test is 
not. There are only target recommendations.

• Some schools cooperate with cycling instructors that sometimes 
do the theoretical teaching part before the test and/or sometimes 
do practical lessons with the pupils. 

• The exam is done by teachers, police officers or automobile clubs.

• The practical test is sometimes held in real traffic and sometimes 
not. 

reasons for the traffic safety 
program for parents
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• Studies show that the psycho-motoric competences of children 
have decreased over the last twenty years.

• Parents often donˈt know 
a) what to train their children to do and
b) how to do this.

program description
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A single sesson, 2 x 50 minutes, done by traffic psychologists

Content:

• Legal requirements

• Knowledge from developmental-psychology and traffic-
psychology as a basis for age-specific traffic education

• Practical tips that are graded – from simple to complex

• Youtube videos for inspiration and help
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• There are different developmental speeds for the various psychomotoric and 
cognitive competences.

• Most important is the (fast and correct) interplay of the single
competences.

• Age performance limits depend on complexity of the traffic environment. 

• Regular training and practice, age-specific training in the appropiate setting

• Play area – safe area – real traffic environment

• Importance of role model function
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The learning targets of the program 
are:

Both groups underwent the „normal“ procedure of the voluntary cycling test.

and:
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evaluation design

trial group control group

pre-questionnaire

traffic safety program for 
parents 

post-questionnaire 

standardised cycling test standardised cycling test

Kirkpatrick ˈs 4 level model of evaluation (1994):
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theoretical evaluation model

Level 1:
Reaction

Level 2:
Learning

Level 3: 
Behavior

Level 4:
Results

1. Do parents have a greater knowledge about cycling safety after the program 
than before? 

2. Is there a change in attitudes towards cycling safety after the program?

3. Was there a change in parentsˈ behavior concerning the cycling performance of 
their child?

4. Do children whose parents completed the program perform better in the 
practical cycling test than children whose parents didnˈt attend the program?
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Hypotheses of the evaluation

1.Stopping precisely at a stopline:

First safety cone: 4 m
Second safety cone: 2,5 m
Third safety cone: 2,5 m and stopline

•time measurement between 2nd and 3rd 

safety cone
•distance measurement in case of failure to 

stop at the line
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Design of standardised 
cycling test – 2 exercises



2. Turn left maneuver 

� Look back over shoulder
� Give hand signal – clear and in time
� Orientation towards middle of the lane – both hands on handlebar
� Pay attention to pedestrians on the zebra crossing 
� Approach crossing, observe side road traffic
� Stop and pay attention to oncoming traffic and cross traffic 
� Turn left in a wide-arc turn
� Continue on the right side of the road
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Design of standardised 
cycling test – 2 exercises

parents and children from 9 elementary schools in Lower Austria
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The sample

parents trial group children control group children

total 78 64 64

How often does your child cycle?

•nearly every day: 2,6 %, 
•several times per month: 47,40 %, 
•several times per week: 29,50 %, 
•less than several times per week: 19,20 %, 
•no data 1,30 %
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The results

Knowledge of parents improved

94,7% of parents reacted positively to the 
program, and they would recommend it to other 
parents.

Yes, more self-efficacy and more action/training 
with the children 

Yes, the parents that attended the program 
improved their knowledge, they had longer 
training lessons with their kids and their 
children performed better.

Level 1:
Reaction

Level 2:
Learning

Level 3:
Behavior

Level 4:
Results

Some further results of the 
standardised cycling test:

Children from the experimental group performed bett er:

•They could estimate the braking distance better.
•They could stop more exactly at the stopline.
•They had a better awareness performance.
•They had fewer problems with starting to cycle.
•They showed more safe cycling behavior (e.g. they paid more attention to 
pedestrians and other road users at crossroads).
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Conclusions:

• The voluntary cycling test is good for sustainable mobility education and 
healthy mobility. It helps to give experiences in real traffic situations and to 
develop road sense.

• But it must be improved by more standardisation especially concerning the 
practical cycling test whose validity is not very high at the moment.

• The voluntary cycling test should also be completed with traffic safety work 
for parents.

• The short intervention presented led to a significant improvement in 
knowledge, safety attitudes and behavior of parents and driving performance 
of children.
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Thank you for your attention!
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For further information:

sicher unterwegs – Verkehrspsychologische Untersuchungen GmbH
Mag. Bettina Schützhofer
Schottenfeldgasse 28/8, 1070 Wien
Tel.: +43 1 957 50 38 oder +43 699 1924 82 01
Email: b.schuetzhofer@sicherunterwegs.at
www.sicherunterwegs.at


